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NOTICE: The project that'is the subject of this report was approved
by the Governing Board of the National Research Council, whoe mem:
bers are drawn from the Councils of the National Academy of Sciences,
the National Academy of Engineering,. and he Institute of Medicine.
The members of the cothmittee responsible for the project were chosen

for their special competences:and with'regard for appropriate bal-
ance.

This 'report has been reviewed by a group other than the authors
according to proceddres approved by a Report Review Committee con-
sisting of members oT the National Academy okf'Sciences, the:National
Academy-of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine.

The National' Research Council was established by the NationL
Academy of Sciences in 1916 to associate the broad community of
science and technology with the Academy's purpose of furthering
knowledge and'of advising the federal government. The Council,

operates in accordance'with genval policies determined by the
Academy under the authority of its congressional charter of 1803,
which establishes the Academy as a private, nonprofit, self-
governing membership corporation. The Council has,become.thepin-
cipal operating agency of both the National Academy,o1 Bciences'and
the National Academy of EngineerVing in the conduct of their services
to the government, the .public, and the scientific and engineering

communities. It is administered jointly by both Academies-and the
Institute of Medicine. The National Academy of Engineering and the
Institute of Medicine were established in 1964 and 1970,respectively,

under the charter of the National Academy of Sciences.

Thi.s study was supported under Contract No. EAS-8107881 between the

National Science Foundation and the NationaloAcademy of SCiences,
and Contract No. B1981-16 between the Alfred P. $loan Foundation and

the National Academy of Sciences. ' . c,
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P REFACE

Late in 1980, the.Nationil Scsience Foundation requested that the
Assembly of Engineering, National kesearch,Council, cOndUct a.

\ multiphase study of the professional education and utilization Of
engineers in the United Stales during the remainder of the'century.
The firSt phase would be devoted to the identificaeion of issues
related to the status,-needs, and opportunities for the profession,
to the planning and structuring of an appropriate study effort, and

to identifying some detirOle kinds of participants for the study..

The study was to be Phase It of the activity7land a shortterm Phase
III effort would disseminate the study results. Ph/ses II and III
were to be contingent upon tle, satisfactory completion of the Phase'I

-planning. Moreoyer, while Phase I was to-be wholly su*rted'by the
NSF,;, it was expected that Phases II and III would involve joint spon
sorship with, the DeAltitment of Defense, National Aerodautics and

Space Administration, Department of Energy, and possibly other
federal, agencies.

In response to the NSF request, early in 1981 thelAssembly es
tablished the Committee orCEducation and Utilization of the Engineer

; The committee held four meetings at approximately monthly intervals

C for the purpose:of developing the plan and recommendations containe

in thisreport. Early in its deliberatiOns, the committee estab
lished a taskgroup to prepare a potential outline for a Phase II
study report and six additional task groups to develop topics for

study in the areas of:

o The current status of the engineering
linfrastructure

5

o The current status of engineering manpower

o The.cuTrent manpower adequacy

o ,Future demands on engineers

iii
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o The response adequacy oilthe infraltructure

o Changes heeded in the infrastructure .

.

This report presents the findings and recommendations of the
committee, based on the task group activities, with regard to a de-
sirable content, methodology, and participants in a two-year Phase,
II study. Within the time available, the committee was able to
identify a large range of topics needing study, but not to'assign
priorities for their address. While intellectually unsatisfying,
such an omission was not considered critical for several reasons.
First, the resources to be made available in support of a Phase II
stqdy were nqt known to the present committee. Second, the Phase II
study would be conducted by a substantially different committee me
bership". Since Phase II would have to be cut to fit the financial
and intelect*N cloth yet to be woven), it was thought more impo-

.
tant to procede directly into the Phase II activity ratherLyian to
take the time to polish the de'tails of a necessSrily indeterminate
study position by the Phase I committee.

iv
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I

/ SUMMARY '

gltou4 the engineering profession has serveds'the United States well
thus far it the 20th century, there are widespread perceptilons of

'problems that cast doubts about the a=dequacy of,the nation's future
engineering capabilities., Many persons, particularly those involved
in engineering-education, view some of the problems as having reached
major proportions, thereforesuch concerns as those relating to the
'retention ofadequate engineering facultiesor the upaating of col-7
legiate instructional equipment require immediate attention by appfo
priate groups. Beyond this,,however, a need exists for a coordi-
nated, comprehensive study of the outlook for the whole engineering
community of educators, users; and support groups over the next'
twenty years'to establish the dimensions of, the problemg that may
have such important implications as to require major efforts for re
spluCian, and those'problems that can be resolved with less drastic
actions.

It is recobimended that such a comprehensive study be conducted
I

within the next two years.
r

A study-of such limited 6ration will necessarily be limited to
a general consideration of the engineeiinginfrastructure, but it
should be organized so that later, supplemental analyses of specific
engineering fields and disciplines can be undertaken through an
extension of the study protocols. '

To be received as "balanced,, reasoned, and objective by engineers ,

and nonengineers alike, it will be important that insofaras possible
within thetime limits, the study

-,.

o Define the engineering' infrastructure and interre-

-, pions among the main elements; ' P

40,t /
(:) '4 Determine the current status of the principal ele-
23 ments and their repentshistoricAl relationships

to major economic, politicil, and technological
events; ,..., 4

-
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o Determine thedecision-making factors for the main
elements,an4 identify the typical response modes;

1

,

o Project plausible future kinds of events, that
might drive the need for major decisione-in the .

v

engineering infrastructure; and .

o Recommend policies and programs that will be needed
to make the infrastructure eleMents capable of
meeting future national demands and propose
priorities for'the various actions.

The study should indentifS7 optional actions, wherever possible,
including those that might be taken by private industry or academic

institutions:as well as those that are clearly appropriate for
government actions.

c.
-

.
.

The proposed study might properly be viewed'as a'precursor of a
continuing evaluation of the engineering community. Within a two-
year study it will be difficult to define, describe, analyze, and

,

diagnose all of the
A
problems of a loosely defined engineerinecom-

muhity of more than one million individuals, and,to prescriVt needed
remedial actions. If, however, a relatively clear consensus can be
reached among the leaders pf the community,on the problems and
potential solutionA, so that national policy and program guidance
can be developed,to ensure the future engineering strength of the
nation, the effOrt will have been worthwhile.

e.

-2-
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INTRODUCTION

c---
The 2 h century has been a period of impressive a nd unpreCedented
technolOgical growth that has revolutionized the lives of most of
the world's populatiOn. The United States has been a leader in that
technological revolutiOn, and its engineering profession has been a
principal factor in establishiriFsuchssupremacy. In the process,
the engineering profession has been subject to all the pressures
that arise from new technologies, new engineering tools, and new
expectations of continuing innovation and'improved performance,
safety, and reliability.

. ,

We are now entering a period.that some characterize as 'an era
'of increasingly scarce human and physical resources. At the same

time, scientific discoveries are proliferating, and there is every
reason to believe that the-pace of technological transformations will
increase for the_remainderof this century. There is increasing con-
cern by some that the engineering community may not be able to re-
spond adequately to the tasks ahead. Many persons are troubled by
perceptions that the U.S. is not developing or using its full in-

, tellectual pOtenti,il, that it ip not capitalizing on itsavailable
A. technology, and that it is losing its technological leadership.

Almost all of the persons directly involved with engineering schools
are convinced that there are'alrea4 severe problems in engineering
education that if left unchecked will'lead to a progressive de-
deterioratiOn of the technical colleges and universities of crises
proportions*.

0

, .

*A number of groups have addressed various aspects of' engineering/
'educatiOn concerns over the pastyear or so. Appendix A outlines the
principal efforts and the nature of their findings.'

11
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Peracptiont such as tpese would seem to,sgnal serious future
- problems for. the nation, and those that are of clear i-and present

concern, .suCh,as. a number of issues dealing with: the adequacy"
engineering'tchool faculties,,or with. the obsolescence -of school
equipment for training engineers, need to receive immediate ad h-oc'

attention. 'Unfortunately, the evidence required to verify tTO!',
accuracy, extent, andimport of some of the perceived problems is
diff- icultto marshallt Data on engineering manpowerifavailability

.

and deploymtnt, for instance; have,many quektitative and,rioalitatiye. -4

defiOiencia, and their interpretation.is complicated. Furthermore,
several of,the impo4ant aspects:of the perceived problems-are partly
or wholly matteit of judgment thardo not lend themselvei° to quanti-
fiahle,analyses:. '

This report presents the findings of an effort to efine"the'
approach for t`' longer -term, comprOengive study. that needs tol be
conduoted to determine the'present and projectedviabilitivflthe
engineering profession in the United States, vis-a-vis its op-
portunities and challenges. This report marks the-end of Phase,I;
Phase II, accordingly, is the comprehensive study that would serve ,

"as a blasis'for the deVelopment of coherent national policies an.:V.
1 programs-to assure adequate numbers of engineers and their appro-
priate education and utilization for the resr:of this century. Stich

a study should seek to develop specific, realisti"o-tiptions fof the

. public, private, and academic sectors of society, andPto recom-
mend priorities for possible actions.

I

-

To be most useful; the report resulting from the proposed study.
will'heedAo be directed to'Oe engineering profession, the public
they serve, and the youth from which their ranks will hbve to be
eplenished, in additiOn to all goverioental, academic, and indus-
trial leaders who will be in positions to advocate; Select,' or it-.

plement particular options, The latter groups include:

o The !Principal employers of engineers -- governmental

and /private;

.

it o State nd local governMentgovernmental. officials responsible

for th educational and motivational preparation of
potenti l engineering students;

.

o Governmental official's respOnsible for the support of

engineeringfsc ools; ,

. 1 ' .24--

.., o. Federal executive and legislative leaders
. responsiblefoeduthorizing.or funding, educational
.support and university research programs; '

..,

-4-
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o Administrators inthe engineering schools, and
the universities of which ehey are .apart, as .

well as thefaculties,.accrechtatioetiodies,,:and
foundations involved in engineering education;

'4

o Executives in industrial companies involved in
engineering education through grants, scholar-
Ships, sponsored research programacociperative
training.programs, etc'.;

(.
.

o Societies and academies that represent, the
technical and professional interestof engi-
neers.

There have been numerous studies of engineering which directly
relate to the proposed study. z4These.,, r studies, together withtcurrent perceptions of knowledgeable e ors, managers, and en-
gineers, would probably suffice to idekify many- -if not most--of
the problems within the engineering-c0m4nity and to suggest their
possible solutions. However persuasive such findings might be to
the engineering community, they are not likely to enlist the crit-
ical support and action of other decision makers: Consequently, to
be effective, the findipgs should contain an objective and balanced
set of conclusions, options, and recommendations based on a more re-
liable data base than has been available in the past and on analyses
that have also been lacking in the past.

To attempt, to define, describe, analyze, collate,-diagnose, in-
form, and mobilize support for a loosely defined engineering com-
munity of more than a million individuals in the United States is a
task that may. not be possible to accomplish with preCision and within
a reasonable time period. Therefore) the Phase II Study outlined
herein may become only the .first step in a continuing -activity:
If, howeVer, a relatively clear consensus on the Aroblems and their

epountial solutions'can be achieved, so that'broad policy and pro-
gram guidance can be offere#Apo ensure the future engineering
Atrength the nation ig'certainqo need, the effort' will have been
Worthwhile.

VT

1,4
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THE PROPOSED STUDY

As a_guide to its consideration of a ptssible study, the committee
prepared a suggested outline for a Phase II report, the main ele-

ments of which arepresented in Appendix,E. It is to be eXpectld
that the actual Phase II report will differ from this outline
because of the ineightssandkmptodses of the study groxi,,. The out-

-line is only intended to provide a focus for appropriate study
topics. For example, to write the report suggested by the outline,
it will be necessary for th,PhasesII study to address such basic
questions as:

What is the "engineering community". and the in frastructure

through which it operates?

o What are its principal elements?
o How dpes the systsp operate, in general?.

o How has it evolved?
o What has been its-importance to our society?
o What is its importance to our future?

4.

What.,is the current state of the engineering infrastructure?

o What'is the engineering population by subdiscipline
an0 by function?

o .mat are our educational, and training facilities?
o how are engineers used? Where?
o How effective is our present system in terms of

meeting engineering needs?
o What are the shortcomings?

How does the engineering infrastructure function in
a dynamic sense?

How do theelements respond to problems?
What are the control mechanisms?

o What are the time-constants?

14

B '
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What might' the rest of thiS century require from our
\ engineering infiastructure?

o What are the potent,in future drivers of
engineering?
(e..g:, national pr ograms; new technOlogies, etc.)

o What kindsof demands might be placed on the infra-
structure.elements?

o ,How do we assess the ability of the infrastructure
'.to respond?

What must we do as a nation to ensure that the engineering
infrasiructure will'be capable of meeting our potential-needs?

o For numbers of engineers and requisite skills?
o For probigilsolving versatility?
o For quick responses to opportunities?

t- o* For anticipating and supplying developing needs?

What are the optiions and their probable consequences?

What recommendations cane made to our leadership in
government., universities, and industry?

It'is clear that the engineering community exists and function.s
as an ,integral part of society.' Engineeringgoals and directions
are intertwined with and reflect 'societal goals. It is equally
clear th'at policy and program requirements to assure adequacy of the
engineering,profession for its future societal role require broad
societal consensus--a consensus based upon knowledge and under-,
standing of engineering and its complex interrelationships with
national needs'apd goals, human and physical resources, etc.

These question,s and considerationearrayed in tile -outline can

be grouped into clusters of topics for in-depth study. Many-of the

topips,ae related, And their study will needrto be time-phased.for
most efficient progress. Some, however; can be examined indepen-
dently.

4

040

THE ENGINEERING INFRASTRUCTURE

.4!. Ili many.respects, the key to a comprehensive understanding and'anal-
i

ysis.of the,strengths and weaknesses of the engineering profession

lies in the clarity with whichothe engineering infrastructure can be
discerned and described. 'Hence, the description of the infras.truc-

. ture should be the firk order of business for the Phase II study.

.1

-7-
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The infrastructure is the total complex of institutional system
elements that selects, trains,. employs, supports, and uses engineers

and their services. Over a career cycle, engineers as a class gen-

erally folloW a somewhat predictable path through the infrastruc-

ture, but iiadividuals may letter and leave freely, depending upon

competing incentives and Opportunities and 'often at some cost to

society.

The systems that comprise the infrastructure may be grouped
into several major categories, according to the functions that they

serve'along the career path:

,o 'Educational systems
Precollegiate
Undergraduate engineering colleges
Graduate engineering. universities

Technical institutes
Nonacademic facilities for continuing
. education

o Employer community
Self-employed

Prit4ste sector
Local, state, and federal government
Xdudationar institutions

o lost -entry support groups
Technical societies
Professional societies

Academies

b Publid at large
- Media

Advisors
Friends, relatives, acquaintances

In,,order to study the expected reactions of t he ngiteering

system elements to any problems or pro6sed changes,jt will be

necessary to describe the mutual interactions of -the elements. An

Oderly representation: or model, of the infrastructure will aid in

the description; and this committee strongly,urges the development
of such a model early in any comprehensive study. Figure 1 shovs'a

simplified flow model' of the sort thy committee ,considers Aesirable.

In principle, a model such as that 4n Figure 1 could be used,

if properly refined and expanded, as'a dynamic.fldVmodel to examine

the detailed flows, reservoirs, and capacities of the engineering

system over time. The significance of such numbers on a highly

aggregated

-8-
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scale is doubtful, however, and unambiguous statistics at a more
detailed level are lacking. Thus', it is not anticipated'that en,

infrastructure model can be exercised to 'give meaningful quanq.7
tative flowireactiohs. However, it may be possible to discern from
the model, in qualitative termb, some near-term response trends.

Judging the infrastructure needs in response to changes over
the long term will require judgements of a more sensitive kind. Fbr
example, the use of Computers and microelectronic control circuitry
in design and manufacturing pre ages major changes in engineering
as well as manufacturing produckivity. Any forecast of engineering
manpower requirements will have to take this into count by pro-
jecting bot1 the penetration of computer-aided design and manti-
facturing.into appropriate industries and the resulting effects on
the.demand for number and type of engineers in those industries.
The explosive technological developments of the recent past, and
those that seem likely in the fulure, should provide ahiple warning"
against unduly static projections of future requirement trends in
terms of numbers, fields, or educational levels.

MM.
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HISTORY AND STATUS OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE

a
Once the engineering infrastructure is defi4d, it will be necessary
to understand the. present status of the Major elements ag a back`

ground for the analysis of necessary or dairable future changes to
the engineering system. In 'assessing the future capacity of the
infrastructure to adapt to changing conditions, it would be helpful
to have an historical-perspective on past accommodatipns to changes
Thus, the history and the present status of the infrastructure will
need to be examined in consistent terms.

Landmark events in the recent history of engineering need to be
studied fro the viewpoint of sate impacts that; these imposed on the
engineering tem and the responses of.the system elements. An

examination f the last 50-60 years, for instance, should provide
some valuable insights on the system's responses to the impacts of
the great depression, World War II, the post-war boom, the spacelipro7

grem, an the advent of computers and solid-state electronics on the
changing demands for different types of engineers. _What were the

impacts of such great civil engineering programs as the interstate
highway system? Or the nftlear power program? How did the infra-
structure respond to the major program fluctuations in the aerospace

industries? Or energy shortages or requirements for environmental
protection?

Any historical view of the engineering field would need to
consider the gradual and subtle changes that flow'frpm new scien=
tific discoveriesand their transformations into engineering tools
and technologies in various illeistrial sectofs,. Such a view should

4to include the development of new engineering specialties, revi-
sions in'educatival curricula, organization of new technical
societies, and Other changes with ,long -term implications for the

.pyofession.

The changes need to be examined in the light of industrial
developments that trigger events and trends in engineering, bearing,
in mind the individua]. and organizational decisions involved-in the

changes. The history al examination Ahotildkbe correlated with a. 9

parallel analysis oj,the current status 61 the engineering system, in
order to give ...a sense of the condition .of the engineering infra-

structure toddy, hOw this has evolved, and hOw economic, political,:
and technological,..forces and decisions hall ected or directed
that dvolution. .

Engineering Workforce: In'addition to dxamining the principal
infrastructure institutional elements, the study4'Will need to assess
the changes in engineering human resources. The history and .current

A^
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status (i' engineers in the workforce needs to be analyzed in terms
of such obvious categories as ages, educatpnal sources and levels,

.technical disciplines, etc. SeveFal sources of current and his-
torical4data are the Engineering Manpower Commission, the National
Science Foundation, theaureau of Labor Statistics, and the National

Center for Education Statistics. These-sources have been valuable

in establishing a general profile .of the-engineering workforce and'
engineering employment patterns. However, much more remains to ho-

done ift this area. In some instances the,,,data are at variance, or

the data are inappropriately aggregated or inadequately, classified.

Much mote information is needed On what engineers actually do, on
understanding the adequacy of, engineering education, on the quAlity
of engineers, in the work place, and on underst,andimoccupational

' mobility in terms of the flexibility of the engineering labor force
to fill field-specific shortages.. It will be necessary, therefore,,
to do a comparative analysis of the data bases, to identity any
differences and their causes, and to determine'how improve& co1,7.,
lection methodologies and classificaton schemes may provide the

needed information. Such an effort should 4 based on a consistent
definition of engineers in terms of qualifications and functions:
and on the development of differentiating cliaseifications amongst
engineers, technologists, and technicians eliployed in the same

fields. After such a study one important outcome could be the
identification and designation of the best available data base for
maintaining a historical record. Such a study could also afford an
opportunity to mobilize the available resources, which are now being,
used in a scattered fashion, to ensure that the principal sets ofZ1 .

statistics are at least coherent; if not fully coordinated.

If possible, the workforce data should be collected in a man-

ner that will provide information on the various flow processes
described by the infrastructure model. (An important aspect of'this
approach might be the use of engineering manpower models. Much

progress has been made in this area .in recent yerrs by C.B. Freeman
at Harvard, F. Landis at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and

M. Sirbu at M.I.T. These models have been helpful, for exemple; in
identifying the role of. RE,p expenditures and salaries in, alte native
professions on engineering employment delnand. In the Phlase It study,

manpower mdOels could be very useful tools, and support should be

given to improving their forecasting capabilities.

Any study 2f the engineering workforde needs- to go beyond mere
inventory questions, important though they may ie, to an examination

\AI of the current aslequacyof the manpower mix. Important supply and

demand trends in significant industries and in critical'ensineering
disciplines should be investigated. For instance, current manpower
shortaged- in certain industries should be investigated to determine

their causes and their implications for the overall profession.
. .

U
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. Moreover,%there needs to be an assessment'of the current
adequacy of both the quantities and qualities of engineering man=

manpower. Of these'; the quantitative aspect's will be easier to',
evaluate. The measures of the adequacy of Manpower quality will,'

of necessity, tena-to We qualitative. Possible measures might
include comparisons of today's engineers with engineers et some::
earlier period off' withengineers in-other developed countries.'
Evaluations of current engineers might also. be made by'examining
perceived engineering needs in comparison with current enakeering
,capabilities,, or 14 looking at the quality, bfgoods, services, and

technologies in comparison with desired quhlity levels.. 'Surveys to
assess quality might include the training 411d educational programs
offered by industry response toyei,ceived needs, performance
apprkisals, engineer turnover rates, and profile characteristics of .

both successfuland unsuccessful engineers. Such informatiOn might
be obtained frOm in7depth surveys or visits with'represent e

companies in various industries.

Engineering Education: Obviously, the eduCatiOnal sl3res m that

trains the nation's enginelers'is a key element in the .engineerinv
infrastructure. We need to have a better viderstanding of that
system., Have universities been able to keep pace with rapid devel
opmehts in technology by upgrading thtii curricula and tlaying in

the forefront with their.research,prouams As in'the case of the
analysii of the engineering workforce,-Much of the needed information

is in the nature of en historical inventory. What are to accredited
departments How ha,(7e the schools ancedepartments'changed with time
and events? How inadequate are university investments in plant and
ecpipmeat?, What has beep the history of engineering school capaci

ties as measured by enrollments and graduation rates? What is the
corresponding picture'inkhe technical schools and technology in
stitutes which train engineering technicians and technologists but

IIIF'

.do iot offer engineering degrees? - . .,

.

.

Another important edu6ational subsystem. provides continuing
education tothe praCticing enineer.14 What is known about the
extent and eff4ctiveness of suft actiAtiee? To what event are the
accredited engineering schools involved in b9mal trainfhg programs

on and of campus? What do industry and the goverraNkt do,to mak..3=e'
job - related technical training available totheir empLoyee . To ..,

t/%9what extent haye the technicalsocieties aided their pro eSsOnal
members in maintaining, and enhancing their engineering skills.in
times of expanditig...and changing technologies? ,,

..

. . ..
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No inventory of educational capacities would be complete with-

out some measure of the pre-:engineering educational,. infrastructute
What has happened, over tirnte,-t9 the number and,qualoity of secondary

.,school graduates who are academically quaAified to enrcilliin accred7
ited engineering schools? JO whIt extent Lave the able students
actually enrolled in engineering courses? Howhave they fared' in
their progress toward engineering d reesl Can the data be related

it any iheaningful way to primary.and,secondary school academic
requirements and curricu=la?

.

Engineering Users: To comp efe the inventory of the infra
structure, 'it will be'essenfiai to have a coherent, credikle under-
standing of the areas and ways its which practicing engineers are

employed, and of how employment%patterns have.yaried with time, ,

ftme of this information can be gleaned from the NSF ana EMC studies;
particularly with iegard to areas Ofti'employment--sef,- gOveraental,

private sector, and academic. More information is needed, however,
on expected edUcatione levels, on bowengineers are actually used,
on the relationship,Mtween engineering/classifications used by
industry and the Odit,ional classifications by earned degree, on

career mobility, on the quality of-eegiueers; and'onthe impactIof
new engineering tools on careere.,4

.

-

ThiS committee is partiCularly concerned with- the very broad
connotations of the descriptor "engineer." -There are ifany 10.7els of

.,
engineering Ad .it will be considered essential fOrthePhase II
studiTo chaOcterize the various engineering ocd6pations.to deter-
mine the generic similarities and lifferences. ~Unless this is done,

it will be difficult todiscuss,:,the faure quantitative and quali
tative manpqwer util4Aation problems in n-engineering in,a, really-

.

meaningfur

.

way. .

..v. .

t

*
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_.7- INFRASTRUCTURE BEHAVIOh

l'
, .....

The-identification of substantive actions that might be taken
to correct or im¢rove the elements of the engineering system.will be
expedited and clarified if the ways that these-elemedts'respond to

external factOrs is understood. Therefore,'in addition to describing

the main elements of the engineering infrastructure, their present
status, and lheir historical background, the Phase II study should

examine how the major elements have responded to preesufe's-for change
and the constancy and predictability of,eNeresponses, if any: Such

.,.
response characteristics should be examined in terms 9E the kinds of

decisions that are made in-,-response to external factbrs, the issues

that the decisions confront, and the patterer of response that

emerge. _I 4r,... . .t... 1
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In analyzing these adaptive behaviors, it will be'important to
determine the time scales associated' with the typical responses id
the long term effects of the behavior. It may be dessirable in the
future to 'shorten response'time; thus the costs and behefits of
changes in'the responses will need to be examined.

The various part.s of the infrastructure and the individuals
wit4j.n it have a variety of .adaptive behaviors that-can influence
the health and vitality of industries, universities, and society as
a whale. The principal participants in the system are individual

'-. students and engineers; and the pri ary institutions are universi-
'ties, industries, and governme ts.

06 Individual Responses

Individ4als must make a succession of career choices in response
to the following kinds. of decision drivers (in no alder of rank):

o Perceiyed per Tonal satisfaction;
o RelatIg economic rewards;
o yerceed autonomy;
o, Intellectual excitement;
o Perceiired security and stability;
o Perceived social status, Social utility, 'and

contribution to society and the community;
o Knowledge and exposure.

Students halie to make a number of career choices with regard to
engineering. Should they take engineering orsome4gther college
degree? If.engineerieg, what should be the field of specialization?
When the B.S. degree, is obtained, should they enter the workforce?
Take an.advanced engineering degree? -,Take an advdficed degree in
,,some other field (MBA, MD5..etcl?

The issues tb be studied with regard to these decisions include
the impacts of primary and secondary school mathematics and science.
preparation, the impacts of interactions with practicing engineers,
and the response to the personal decision drivers listed above.
There should be an Attempt to understAnd why so few women and mem-
bers of minority groups elect engineering career', and why here is
an increasing appeal for foreign students to take advanced engineer-
ing degrees, but a'reduced appeal for U.S. citizens?

r
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The practicing engineer must make periodic choices about his
career. Should he or she change employers within a field? Should,

he or she change fields? Continue his formal technical education?

Early in his career ?, 'At mid-careerl Should he or she'opt for early

retirement and a second career? Each such decision affects the
engineer's availability to the profession.

4;
+v.

Faculty members who have selected teaching and research as
their"-engineering role, have their own special set of behavioral
responses to thtir own career decision drivers. 'Typical responses
include leaving teaching, changing schools; increasing consulting

_Activities, forming small 'companies, organizing new projects or new
fields, or taking temporary leaves of absence to work in the

government or industrq.

Institutional Responses'

Institutions also must choose periodically from among
ment options. Some of the.drivers that might necessitate such '

choices are the following:
t ,

mo New technolOgies that become teachable, clearly,
recognizable, and rewardable;

o Competition for survival Ind growth;

q Cost and efficiency of operatiorts; and
o Political actions.

Colleges and Universities and their.constituent departments.
must make successive decisions about the kited of engineering<edu-

.

cation they offer. In making such decisions, they may find it

appropriate tb change or create engineering departments, to Change..

the relative emphases of basic science,a5d.""applied engineAring
instruction, to emphasize research, to expand or contract faculty

4, sizes, to strengthen or weaken faculty qualifications, to encourage
faculty interactions with industry and government, to expand or
restrict overall enrollments, to encourage or limit admission of
foreign students, or to seek outside' support for research and
education.' ' ,

Industries, in dealing with technological developments, busi-
ness.competition, and economic conditions', make frequent decisions

about expanding (or contracting) their engineering workforces. They

may, for instance, adjust,beginners salaries to entice holders of :

B.S. and advanced degrees anti, sometimes, faculty membercto enter

their employment. They may Upgrade techniciansto engineering clas-
. ,

aifications or use scientists in engineering roles. To"upgrlde and

----griengtheh employeeslAhey may support .the self- improvement of
-4,0444m,"w
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engineering employees, or sponsor in-house or off-site continuing
edugation and reeducation courses for mid-cireedi employees.

It would,appear that many industties rely heavily4on free
market/ mechanisms -in adjusting the makeup and size of their en-

gineering workforces in response to changidg-seeds. They'depend on
their organizational capabilities= to identify and acquire talent on
an "as-needed" basis froM the national reservoir,of engineers on the
assumption that adequate reservoir resources exist. This approach
needs to be examined fbr effectiveness and dependability under
various future, conditions.

Government agencies can influence the infrastructure far beyond --

the direct employment of engineers. Federal programs in defense,

space, energy,-etc.),....exert great quantitative and qualitative de-
mands on the engineering eSIstem. Government R&D progiams are the
predominant sources of engineering research support for university
programs. .Government-programs in support of education (both teaching
and equipment) can affect all levels-of education. Faculty exchange
programs and postdoctoral program'S at government raboratories can
stimulate and strengthen the faculty. Graduate en'g'ineering programs.

are affected in a major way by the-availability of governmentally
sponsored university research and graduate fellowship,programs.,'In
a less direct way, *syernmental tax policies influence the levels'
and kinds of educational support forthcoming from indiliduals and
companies, as well as the level of-R&D sponsored by private industry.

1 .

The dominant goernment rorrin support of university R &D, has
another, more suftilp, impact that warrants examination. It is be-

coming increasingly difficult to get funding for a research proposal
to the governalirrtmmsequently More and mole faculty effort is being
e*pended on "grantsmanship" activities, rather than on teaching or,

research. This has not gone unnoticed by students and may serve to
turn them away from consideration of -engineering falculty roles for
themselves.

V Other Responses

The technical societies, professional societies, and academies
' have a more indirect effect: They work collectively and influence

the engineering systenion a longer time scale than doeither the
schools or the emplOyers. Their adaptive behaviors are directed to

e the support of the profession and to individuals within it. Each

serves,a different individual function, b9t collectively these
organizations affect the Alfrastructure by continuously redefining
engineering specialities, aintaining engineering standards, up-

dating and changing accreditation standards, providing communication
channels through lournals and meetings, conducting studies in areas
of disciplinary,interest, and arranging and conducting education
programs.

-17-'
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In the study of response characteristics of the several system
elements, it will be important to ascertain the extent, if any, to
which specific responses can be anticipated and'guided by spepific
stimuli or sets of stimuli. Tothe extenthat such causeandeffect
relationships cannot be established, the efficacy of' actions proposed
to- correct known or anticipated,s tem de'ficiencies will remain con

' jectural.

O
-

FUTURE DEMANDS ON ENGINEERING

a

' Although the past and theOlpresent aiiimportant elements in
understanding the engineering infrasiucture, the real Concern lies
wi'ththe future suitability of the,systems. To anticipate the
problems that might limit the future capdbility of the engineering
infrastructure to respond to changes, it will-be necessarywto pro
ject and examine.a number ofpossible situations that could cause
stress to,the system's elements. Such situations may bd grouped
into two6claSses. First; there are combinations of circumstances

.

with relatively shortterm impact's on a few system elements.
Second, th e are longer 'term scenarios that could result in mark
gradual but more las;ing impacts on the infrastructure and might
require more sic and far=reaching stem changeq for their A
satisfactory solution:. .

Shortterm Stres

Changes in established methods alwgYs induce stresses in the
associated working structures. .With the rapid changes in tech'
nology, bqsiness, and social expectations in this country, it Is.
not surprising that the engineering community isIrequently, beset
by localized, shortterm problems that can have intense impacts odip..1-

affected system elements and on their responses. While it is un
likely that alterations in the infrastructure can anticipate and
prevent the future occurrence of such shortterm systed drivers, a
better understanding of their characteristics might enable some
common system corrections .to be identified which could eaSe'cadverse
impacts in the future.

Several categories of; short=term problems warrant examination.
Because of the specific events and'circumstances that tOptribute.to
each such occurrence, the, committee suggests that rather -than

hypothesizing _problems for evaluation in Phase II, known .problems
from the recent past should be Selected as `representative case
studies. Although anecdotal evidence abounds about such problems,,

ti
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it will be necessary to examine each selected case in enough detail
to establish a factual, credible understanding of the cuse-and-
effect relationships. Categories that should be investigated
incluad:

o Industry-wide shortages of engigeering manpower
(e.g., integrated circuit design);

o Industry-wide surpluses of engineerin Manpower
(e.g., aerospace in the early 70's 4r,

o Fields on hold (e.g., nuclear power system design); and
o Retooling for major productivity changes; (e.g., as in

,,,----
the auto industry).

..----lOng-term Stresses

:Thete are a number of plausible future circumstances in which,
.faria or more of the major elements of the engineering infrastructure

might bestressed to the poine3of failure unless extensive and rela-
tiyely permanent changes are made. The' committee recommends that
illustrative scenarios be developed for such cases to enable the
potential stress points to be identified. 1The extent to which
common problem areas are discerned through ,puch analyses should
strongly influence rthe nature and priorityof future policy and
program recommendatiOns.

At *least tour classes of major.engineering driving forces can

tk visualized:

o . The national adoption of one or more major Federal
progradis.with high scientific_and technological
content;

o The emergence of new technologies with benefitS
thart warrant rapid introduction into commerce;

The coalescence of, social expectations into man,

dates foi= extensive changes with technological
immplications; and

o International competition.

e

A number of broad topics should be investigated to determine
the potential impacts of future events on the various elements of
the engineering infrastructure. Plausible illustrative scenarios
should be developed in enough detail to show the manpower, educe-

, tional, and job-pertOrmance implications of the topic. Enough
, topics should be.investigated to establish 'whether a reasonably

broad range of future 'scenarios produce common or topic-specific
stimuli to the engineering system*.

4,

*The Committee was able to quickly develop a representative list of
'potential topics, as discussed in Appendix C.
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For example, certain long-term'programs, such as national de-
cisions to develop and deploy certain types of defense systems or
advanced energy systems, require fundamentally different types of
engineering mobilizations tWan do most industrial or consumer-goods

developments,. The magnitude and eOmpleXity of the effort may re-
quire the pdrallel-development of new infrastructure relationships.

-One of the characteristic impacts on requirements for engineers is

the long period of sophisticated R&D in which great demands are made

on graduate-schooled engineers and scientists, with a blurring of

the normal distinctibns between science and,engineering in the drive

to create, analyze, and use new and novel systems. Instead of rt-

lying on the "creative few" for technical leadership, these "super-

programs",begin to require the "creative many." As a consequence,

such efforts may require engineering talent that is qualitatively
different from the present output from today's gKaduates.

INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES

'Ideally, when the foregoing tasks are completed, the Phase II ,study

should be in a position to describe:

o What the engineering elements are and how they

interact;

o The current status of each element, and its cutrrent
strengths and weaknesses; 0

o How (and how quickly) the major elements fend to

respond to. change; and

o What the range of future stimuli and pressures on
the engineering infrastructure might be. '

k
In fact, some of these unders.tandings may only_be qualitative, at

best. Nonetheless, the study group should be able to proceed to a

convincing discussion of the kinds of infrastructure changes that -

'app'ear desirable or necessary for the foreseeable future:where in
the system they should occur, and when they should occur.

)
The range of possible changes in the education and utilization

of engineers that might be identified can be very large. At least

the following topics need to be examined: .

o The status of engineering vs. other Sociital nee-cis

- °Priorities for the most talented manpower
Priorities for other,resources

. -20-
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o Preengineering education
The needed content, quality, and, intensity of

preparation in mathematics, science,lhumani-
ties, and social science

The impact of career guidance counseling

o Undergraduate education
Nature of the curricula (e.g., fundamentals vs.

specialization, uniformity vs. diversi-.
. ication, segmentation of engineering)
Curricula content, new fields (e.g., flexi-

bility/in response to state-of-the-art
and to industrial needs)

Orientation (preparation for industry vs.
preparation for consulting practice)

Facilities (e.g., adequacy of capacity',, level`

of sophistication)'
Teaching productivity (use of modern

techniqiies and procedures)

Computer technology (integration\into the
educational process)

Alternative delivery methods (e.g., co-op and
other progiams)

'o, Graduate education
Foreign students
Student quality (competitive opportunities)
Research funding (uncertain behavior)
Equipment; facilities (e.g., institutional

sharing, consortia)
Role of induStry
Role of government

o "Faculty concerhs,

Availability (intense,competitionfor limited
-.talent pool)
Recruitment/retention (attra ctiveness Of other

career options)
Competence (e.g., responsibility Of'faculty to

.'..emain4current in their field of expertise)

'Motivation (0.g.,the quality of work situation
in teIms of compensation, prerequisites,
workload, personal Satisfaction)

-21-
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o Continuing'education/professional iself-renewal
Motivation for persdyal/Riofessional self-

- renewal
Cbit sharing
Outreach-(on-site delivery)
The role-of piqfessional societies, industry,

academia
The quality of available education

o Financing professional education
,Relativelimportance to.society

Rol& of government
Role of industry (individual companies;

consortia)

Role of educational institutions

The student's share

110

o Quality of ;Ark life
Challenging work
Involvement with management
Communication within the organization
Opportunity and growth
"Dual-Ladder" advancement
Compensation
Affirmative action
Recognition and other intangible

Flexible. hours
Stability and security

awards MD

o Utilization on a national scale
Engineers as a national resource'
Size of the engineering reservoir
Deploymerit against problems and needs
Image and recognition
Retention
Impact of the computer on the profession
National: 'top policy
Continuibg education
Productivity and cost of engineerin
Engineers in management and government,

A thorough examination of these kinds of topics will enable the
Phase II study group to make findings and recommendations of a cri-

tical nature . Areas' warranting such conclusions would be expected

to include:

-22-
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..-, The needs of universities, so that they can
remain at the lelding edge of the various engineering

.disciplines and.developments in an inf #tionary
environment. The issues have both financi41 and `

pyschological content, and include the maintenance
and renewal of facilities and equipment;the
maintenance and evolution of academic and research
programs; loss' of endowment strength; and the health

and well-being of faculty, including material

considerations, teaching beds, pressure, and pace.
\ ,

The needs of industry and government fora cadre
of engineers in a widevariety of disciplines for use
i9, expansions, new opgortunIties, and for replacement
and evolution. These technically trained personnel
must fill roles in a very complex environment, and
the necessary vatch,Vetween the skills of future
engineers and the deeds of industry and government
deserves careful study.

The needs of society to maintain U.S. technical
preeminence and /or predominance in an era of intense
and growing foreign competition. The nation requires
engineers who can solve pressing problems' with a high
technical content, as well as those who can contribute

. to continued increases ithe standard ofliving7by
utilizing lower levels of technology. It needs en-
gineers Oho can establish and monitor technical
quality standards to ensure the protection and safety
of society. t

. \
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'.RECOMMENDATIONS

The United States'has been well served by the engineering community
and can continue to be well served if reasonable solutions to the
current and potential problems that beset the various elements of

the community'can,be identified and implemented. Some of the prob-
lems, particularly in the educational sector, are of such clear and

present concern that theyishould receive immediate ad hoc attention

by appropriate groups. However, a coordinated, comprehensive study
of engineering over, the rest of this century, as described in the
body of this report, is also needed, and we recommend that-such a

study now be conducted. Only upon completion ofisuch an effort
will it be possible to convincingly establish whether there is an

.
impending overall engineering crisis, as some suggest, that will
require far-reaching system corrections, or whether the enginger-
ring community can, with less drastic modifications, be expected to
maintain the resiliency that will warrant our continued national

confidence. Thus we recommend that the study be, carried out

within `tbe next two years.

Study Objectives
4

(

'he engineering community is:large, wide ly dispersed, and very

diversified. Any study of the pkoblems of the community as a whole

will either have to focus on some level of generalizations or will

have to be very long and costly. the availability of the

findingsmay be critical to the future viability of the system, we

recommend that the study pursue an overall analysis of the engineer-

ing infrastructure, rather than attempting to catalogue the indi-
vidual problems and concert's of every engineering discipline or

engineering field. Howe'yer, because many of the actions that may

be called for will have t;_be taken at detailed levels to be ef-

fective, we recommend that the study structure'be developed so that

later, supplementary studies \(?f specific fields and disciplines can,

be undertaken by an extension of the study protocols.

It is further recommended that the,study

o Define the elements o f/the engineering
Infrastructure and their interrelations;

o Determine the crrent' status of the principal

infrastructure el entland their historical
development over t e peat 50- 60-- year-s,- including

their historica4/telations 'to major economic,

political and technological events;

1 4
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o Identify the'stimuli for decision- making for the
main infrastructure elements and'-their typical

, response modes;
o .:Provide projectionsof future etents that might affect/the

engineering system over the rest of the ceniury; and
o Recominend policies.and programs to make necessary'

changes or additions to the engineering infra-
- structure, and ihdicate the priorities for such

actions.

The study must recognize the state of flux that exists with
regard to the availability of resources for the support of engi-
neering institutions and progfams. A priori assumptions about the
government role may not be tenable. Thus,' we recommend that the
study identify options for private indust* and the academic in-
stitutions, as well as for the government, in the actions needed to
enhance the engineering system.

1

Study Organization

While it is contemplated that the recommended study will
address a broad spectrum of interrelated issues, it will be com-
prised of a combination of Separate-study tasks. To ensure that the
necessary interrelations among these tasks are present and.consis-1 .

tent, it is recommended that the study be conducted under the aegis
of an overall steering Committee,. This committee should provide
broad policy guidance, assign specific tasks; review the progress
'and outputs of the task groups, and act as the principal authqrs of
a final report containing the study's,-findings and recommendations.

After_appropriate task assipments are defined by the steering'
'committee, subcommittees, each consisting .of A chairman and addition-,
al members ro _the steering committee, tqgether with additional
experts ap opri t to the topic,, might undertake some of the
specific stu s. nduct of such task assignments; it may be
useful for the-sumcommittees to establish working groups for ,

specific subtopics.
I

, SOMe of the subtopics may lend themselveS to separate investiga-
tions that could best be Carried out as individual efforts or may
require more concentrated attention -than may be'possible from
part-time volunteers. We recommend that consideration'be-given to
commissioned studies and papers,,as warranted.

444

In particular, those parts 'the study that Telate to quantita-
tive data on the engineering wo4kforce, either current or historical
may benefit from coordinated analysis and interpretation by outside

r ' 225-
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bodies of experts. We ?eommend that working arrangements be estab-.
lished,with active manpoC.7er-knalysis groups for tle
collection,classification, and evaluation of data related to the

engineering workforce. .

Study Participants

If the tecommended study is to have a posicil'e impact, it will
have to be received andviewed by the various elements of,the engi-
neering community as a balanced; reasoned exposition of engineering
and its problems. Equally important, however; the report will have
to be viewed by non-engineering decision makers as sound and ob-
jective, particularly insofar as recommendations' for action may

conflict with other national priorities. Support for the study's
conclusions will be enhanced if a widely representative group of
interests fre involved in the study. It is recommended that a

broad group of industrial, governmental, and academic leaders
concerned with'engineering, including spokesmen for the principal
engineering societies, be invited to participate in the study

together-with representatives of other professions and societal
segments. .1
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APPENDIX A
.

UDIES OF ENGINEERINGEDUCATION PROBEEilS

I :
.

....4 a
Within the past year, several' group have looked a the

AK
pr..lems

i facing the engineerin education -,:tablishment in the, nited States

_Some of the,studies .ha re'su -i in formal reports, oth rs have

beed of a less formal,,character or are still in progress.
. ,

v.
April, 1980 the-National Academy of Engineering issue

report' of a study based on approximately 400 responses to a,
survey of the engineering commUtity regardiog important issues in
engineeriig,education,,institutional support- of'engineering schools,
university/industry/government relationship's, and the socialcontext

of'engineering. By design, the study focuse1 on.the frAtework'for
.decision-malsing, rather than oft the decisions themselves, and did

not purport to offer specific solutions for, specific,problems. In

October, 198P the NAE extended its consideration of the'pniversity/

ind tryi governmentrelatiOnships in a symposium reported'in"1981?
x'G. -was no effort to reach any consensus position on the problems

of aademe or their solutions.
4 /

. .

At the request of President barter, theNational'Science ,

Foundation and the U.S; bepartment of Educationjointay prepaied a
repqrt on.technical education problems that was'releaSed in October,

19803. he report addressed educational concerns at the secondary ,

as well' collegiate and.post-collegiate,, level for science, mathe-

matics, a engineer*: With \regard to engineering, the report -

°identified a fatulty ghortage in most fields, well as a short- 4 0°

term eng eer. shortage in'many fields,. In the 14ger-termr, the

report as optimistic about engineeringsupply/demadd relationships,

except possibly at the.PhD level. The Study recommendations were

general; and largely involved proposals for increased 'federal

support pro&ams. ' ,

0 p

.

-Dicamber....371s.,-18La.,,sauterangaltAakertown (KY) cqn-
,

sidered the dimensions of the engineering faculty shTaaiZI617-7---a
concluded-that it was .0 crises proportions. In the report of the

confet6ce4, the American Association of Engineering Societies
and or the National Academy oCkiigineering were urged to prepare a
definitive "white paper" on-the shottage.

oe

-., 4
si

-

, An Engineering Foundation Conference, sponsored by the

Accr itation BOard for Engineering and Technology was .held July
.

26-31, 1981 in Rindge, N.H. on the Aims and;Goalg for the Eighti s
in engineering,educatIon. The prOceedings report5 identified A

t.

r.

1
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two."prime critical II rssets. First, the ratio of students to
fdbulty kemberain.engineering'schools in the Wilted States has

increaseit,to a level that is decreasing the quality of engineering
education., Second, insuAficientnumbers_of'U.S. citi2eus are

entering graduate engineering,Apols, and- his rbsultlin a

°decreasing percentage of'U.S. citizens who will become engineering
professors, from which a lOng-tgredecrease in the natidt's cre-
a.tivity and productivity in high -;technology ,areas will follow;

There was no unanimity of views on the most,effective and practical
solutions to theie issues. %

.'.0
In addition to these published studies of engineering education

problems, the American Electronics Association, publi,hed an exten-
4V sive forecast of the technical manpower requirementl'in the elec-,

tronics industries through'19856. The survey, taken in'the ping
Of 1981, cOnsidereethe paraprofessional,as Well as professional
needs of the industry.

Several'other studies are either still underway,, or will not

appear in published form. The Engineering Deans Institute det.roted

. heir meeting of,Apri 4715, 19.8.1 to symposium discussions of
university relatiohshI s with industry and the' federal government:

In the summer of 1981, EEE/Spectru% convened a,roundtable disdxs-

sion of possible programs to overcome faculty shOrtages, equipifnt._
renewal problems, student support programs, and the like. An akT

i

i
count of the dscuss_ions will appiear in the November, 1981 Spectrum
A second meeting is planned to try. to sharpen suggestiohs for ac-
tions. .°

The Nationar'Association of -State UniVersities and Land-Grant
Colleges has, recently established a st4e'ring committee to develop a

prOgram of industry cooperation xAth land grant schools for the'

solution of tngineering education problems. A major conference for'
the discussion oZ possible actions is being planned for the spring-

of 1982. a

4
A two-year study has' just been launched by the American Society

far-Engineering _Educa 'on to generate passible solutions to the
engineering faculty s ortage. This study is being funded by grants
from eight industrial corporations made throughipthe American
,Association of EngineefIng Societies. -e

-

Each of these study activities has contributed toAn.improved'
understanding of the concerns of academe and/or the industries lib

which their graduates flow. So Lar,howeVer, the studies have
tended to look only at pieces of the overall engineering equation,
or have represented the views of only relatively small numbers of .

the participants in the engineering process.

k
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APPENDIX B

POTENTIAL OUTLINE OF PHASE II REPORT

Introduction.

A. Engineering as a field

B.' The engineering syttem
C. Engineering goals
D. Goals of engineering education
E. Perceptions which call for this study

e

II Historical Perspective

A. The development of the present system
B. Cord, bad, and neutral' experiences

C.. THe dynamics
D. Value added

1;1. The Status of the Engineering System

alosP.45*

A. Inventory

1. Manpower .

2. 'Sourcing and development insti tions

3. Post-entry support structures 4

B. Response dynamics of

1. Students'

2. Universities
3. Faculties
4. Engineers
5. Industriei

6. Government
7. ProfessionUl
6. Scientists'

societies and academies

C. Stimulants to institutional changes
4

D. Stimulants to individual choices
I

'Short -term 'Issues

A. Manpower shortages and surpluses
B. DislocAidns:

30.-
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VI
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C. Fields on hold. 4

D. Reindustrialization and productivity

Long-term Scenarios awl their Possible Impacts

Costs of Insufficient and Surplus Engineering
Resources

r__---- B.
.C.

VII

IX

Econlomic

HumgN
Industrial

Future Engineering Capacitie and Capabilities

A. `IMeasurement problems
B. Possible improvements
C. Responsibilities

Findings
e 0.

Recommendations
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c.-- i. \,,

POSSIBLE FUTURE ENGINEERING/PROBLEM INTERFACES

(
At its initial meeting, the Committee considered a list of almost
150 topici^that might be contemplated as important potential driving
forces on the engineering community over the next lienty years as a

e consequence of their potential economic, political, or technological
impacts on the American scene. For purposes of discussipn, these
were grouped into twenty-eight subcategories within that. major
categories of ".

o
-4

The Economy
o National De ense i

,
.

o Quality of L e

o Energy

o Transportation SyStems ,

o Information Systems.

After a general consideration. of the types of issues and

problems that, might, be posed by each topic, each attendee was asked
to rate"four characteristics of each- subcategory: ,

. . ir

o The importance of the topic of'our national future; (---.....

o The technological content of th' topic; ,

o The opportunity', the application of technology to an
t improved unde"istanding of .the topic;'and

-o The adwacywith which the topic is presently being
addrelited.

eased on the ratings the topics that were identified by the
group as having the common characteristics of a high, potential
importance to the national future,' a high technologicd1 cpntent, and
the opportunity for the application of technology, to the iaproved

haqdling of the 'topic included:

o Prqductivity improvements-

o Foreign competition
o. Quality improvements, in goods and. services
'o Growth/energy relationships".

o

:04
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o Technical parity in defense
o Reliability'and maintainability of defense systemi
o Environmental quality
o Urban problems
o Health care
o' Education systems
o. Energy
,o Intercity transportation systems

o.. Information systems
e

Most of ,these topics were considered t
.

o be receiving only _ .

relatively low or moder effective current treatment and could,
presumably., be better an d if' ecisions were-to be made Co employ

, technologies Appropr it nature.'

. Based on this b of exe cise, it was the opinidn of the com-
mittee that this or sim ar apprOach 'could be readily applied to the
identification of a rang4- probldm-scenario's that might impact on

the engineering commun(ty in\a signifiant way, and from whichI
selections could be made for detailed impact analyses. .

. .
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